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Abstract1

Humans and other animals rely on social learning2

strategies to guide their behavior, especially when3

the task is difficult and individual learning might be4

costly or ineffective. Recent models of individual and5

group decision-making suggest that subjective confi-6

dence judgments are a prime candidate in guiding the7

way people seek and integrate information from so-8

cial sources. The present study investigates the way9

people choose and use advice as a function of the con-10

fidence in their decisions, using a perceptual decision11

task to carefully control the quality of participants’12

decisions and the advice provided. The results show13

that reported confidence guides the search for new in-14

formation in accordance with probabilistic normative15

models. Moreover, large inter-individual differences16

were found, which strongly correlated with more tra-17

ditional measures of metacognition. However, the18

extent to which participants used the advice they re-19

ceived deviated from what would be expected under a20

Bayesian update of confidence, and instead was char-21

acterised by heuristic-like strategies of categorically22

ignoring vs. accepting advice provided, again with23

substantial individual differences apparent in the rel-24

ative dominance of these strategies.25

keywords: metacognition; advice taking; opinion26

change; social learning27

Introduction28

We often look for other people’s opinions to improve29

our own judgments. Seeking advice can be costly in30

terms of time, energy, or opportunities forgone, yet31

people and organisations can be willing to pay large32

amounts of money to hire professional advisors – such33

as consultants and third-party organisations – to ob-34

tain a professional and impartial view. The perva-35

sive reliance on learning from others’ advice, despite36

these costs, speaks to the utility of social learning: 37

Although solitary learning performs well in simple 38

tasks, it becomes increasingly costly and unreliable 39

in more difficult ones. Here, social learning achieves 40

better performance and increased use of social infor- 41

mation has been observed in both human and non- 42

human animals [Toyokawa et al., 2019, Kendal et al., 43

2004, Morgan et al., 2012, Barkoczi and Galesic, 2016, 44

Wisdom et al., 2013, Rendell et al., 2010]. Intuitively, 45

looking for a second opinion can be important when 46

outcomes of our decisions are consequential but we 47

struggle to make a good decision alone due to lack of 48

time, information, expertise or confidence. 49

Internal uncertainty monitoring is crucial to adaptive 50

advice seeking. For example, seeking costly advice 51

might be less beneficial when we are already certain 52

of our decisions than when we are unsure. Notice that 53

in this example, accurately knowing when to be un- 54

certain and when to be sure (being calibrated [Flem- 55

ing et al., 2014]) will influence how efficiently we look 56

for advice. Understanding how internal metacogni- 57

tive processes of uncertainty monitoring are related 58

to social learning and advice seeking should there- 59

fore shed light on the mechanisms at the interface 60

between subjective confidence judgments and overt 61

behaviour [Kendal et al., 2018]. Moreover, under- 62

standing this link might provide useful when investi- 63

gating metacognition in situations where obtaining a 64

verbal confidence report might not be possible, as in 65

non-human animals and babies. 66

In social and organisational psychology, a large litera- 67

ture has investigated the conditions under which peo- 68

ple seek and use advice [Sniezek and Buckley, 1995, 69

Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Soll and Larrick, 2009, 70

Harvey and Fischer, 1997]. This line of work com- 71

monly uses a ”judge-advisor system” in which par- 72

ticipants make judgments (e.g., estimating quantities, 73

providing forecasts, or answering general knowledge 74

questions) that are informed by advice from various 75

sources. This approach has provided a rich corpus 76
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of findings on advice-taking behaviour and strate-77

gies. In general, people seem to give advice less78

weight than their own judgments (’egocentric dis-79

counting’, [Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Yaniv and80

Milyavsky, 2007]), dependent on the difficulty of the81

task [Gino and Moore, 2007], their own initial con-82

fidence [See et al., 2011] and the confidence and ex-83

pertise of the advisor [Sniezek and Van Swol, 2001].84

Advice also seems to carry more weight when paid85

for than when provided for free [Gino, 2008]. There86

are differing theoretical perspectives on how people87

could and should integrate advice into their judge-88

ments and decisions, contrasting normative proba-89

bilistic perspectives (e.g.,[Robalo and Sayag, 2018])90

with more heuristic approaches [Soll and Larrick,91

2009].92

Extending this work, recent developments in the cog-93

nitive sciences, fostered by growing interest in the94

role of metacognition in decision making [Yeung and95

Summerfield, 2012], have made a connection between96

metacognitive and decision processes in social con-97

texts [Fleming and Lau, 2014, Pleskac and Buse-98

meyer, 2010, Sorkin et al., 2001, Bahrami et al., 2010].99

Formal models grounded in probability theory and100

cognitive science allow us to mathematically describe101

opinion integration among individuals using subjec-102

tive estimations of confidence [Bahrami et al., 2010,103

Sorkin et al., 2001]. Meanwhile, the use of well-104

characterised psychophysical decision tasks has al-105

lowed precise control over the information available to106

decision makers, both directly from sensory evidence107

and from their advisors, to reveal subtle features of108

how people use advice from and learn about social109

sources of information [Bang et al., 2017, Mahmoodi110

et al., 2015, Pescetelli and Yeung, 2020, 2021]. This111

work has focused on categorical decision tasks that re-112

quire commitment to a course of action (e.g., indicat-113

ing whether or not a target stimulus was presented,114

or which of two stimuli was larger on some perceptual115

dimension), rather than tasks requiring estimating or116

forecasting values on a continuous scale (e.g., guess-117

ing the date of historical events, the total value of118

coins in a pictured jar, or the distance between US119

cities).120

The current study extended this use of carefully-121

controlled psychophysical decision tasks in a judge-122

advisor paradigm, to precisely characterise the im-123

pact of confidence on two key aspects of social deci-124

sion making: whether a decision maker chooses to125

seek advice in the first place, and then how they126

subsequently integrate any advice received to update127

their decisions. Participants performed perceptual128

judgments in which they made binary choices (about129

which of two boxes contained more dots) and rated 130

their confidence after each choice. In some blocks, 131

participants could ask for advice from a virtual ad- 132

visor after each decision, and were able to revise 133

their decision (and associated confidence) in light of 134

the advice received, which could either agree or dis- 135

agree with their initial choice. Our basic expecta- 136

tion was that participants would ask for advice less 137

often when they were more confident in their ini- 138

tial decisions [Swol and Sniezek, 2005, Sniezek and 139

Van Swol, 2001, Tost et al., 2012, Gibbons et al., 140

2003]. Based on prior research, we expected subjec- 141

tive confidence rather than objective task difficulty 142

would be the primary determinant of advice-seeking 143

choices [Desender et al., 2018, 2019]. However, going 144

beyond simply showing that people look for advice 145

more when uncertain, we were specifically interested 146

in how reliably they do so. Thus, we assessed the 147

novel questions of whether participants’ metacogni- 148

tive ability predicted how efficiently they would ask 149

for advice, and how consistent is the relationship be- 150

tween confidence and advice seeking. 151

In other blocks, participants were given advice freely 152

regardless of their own decision and associated con- 153

fidence, and again were invited to revise their initial 154

decisions in light of this advice. Our basic expecta- 155

tions were that advice would have less influence when 156

participants were more confident in their initial de- 157

cisions, as has previously been shown in a variety of 158

tasks including judge advisor systems, jury decision 159

tasks and estimation tasks [Swol and Sniezek, 2005, 160

Sniezek and Van Swol, 2001, Tost et al., 2012, See 161

et al., 2011, Park et al., 2017, Fleming et al., 2018], 162

and that advice would have more impact when asked 163

and paid for than when provided freely [Gino, 2008]. 164

Going beyond replicating these prior results, we were 165

specifically interested in how participants would in- 166

tegrate advice when revising their beliefs and deci- 167

sions: We investigated whether participants updated 168

their beliefs, as reflected in their decisions and associ- 169

ated confidence ratings, in accordance with a norma- 170

tive Bayesian perspective that treats subjective confi- 171

dence as a probabilistic estimate of decision accuracy 172

(i.e., confidence as a readout of p(correct); [Aitchison 173

et al., 2015, Meyniel et al., 2015, Park et al., 2017, 174

Pouget et al., 2016], although see [Maniscalco et al., 175

2021]), and assessed how consistently this behavior 176

was observed across participants. 177
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Figure 1: Experimental design. Participants made binary perceptual judgments and responded on a 100-
point response scale, indicating the most likely option and their confidence. On some trials they received
binary advice (agree vs. disagree) after which they could revisit their initial response. Feedback was provided
at the end of each trial with a text message and auditory tone. Two difficulty conditions were alternated
within-participant and across blocks, by manipulating the difference between dots in the two stimuli. Advice
cost was orthogonally manipulated by providing participants with advice on 80% of free trials at no cost, or
for 1 coin on Costly trials. When advice was not presented on Free trials (20%) or waived on Costly trials
participants waited and skipped the revision stage.

Methods178

Participants. Participants (N = 24, 9 females,179

mean age = 21.20, SD = 2.24) were recruited from180

the local Oxford community. All participants pro-181

vided written informed consent. The study was ap-182

proved by the University of Oxford’s Research Ethics183

Committee.184

Procedure. The task comprised 480 experimental185

trials, divided into eight blocks, with alternating con-186

ditions across blocks as described below. Each trial187

started with a dot-count perceptual judgment task188

[Boldt and Yeung, 2015, Pescetelli and Yeung, 2021].189

Participants had to determine which of two boxes,190

presented briefly on the left and right of a central191

fixation cross, contained more dots (Figure 1). On192

each trial, one box contained D = 200+d dots, while 193

the other contained D = 200 − d dots, arrayed ran- 194

domly across a 20x20 grid within each box. Task dif- 195

ficulty was manipulated by varying the d parameter 196

according to two parallel interleaved staircase proce- 197

dures for easy vs. difficult trials, which continued 198

for the duration of the task. Specifically, easy and 199

difficult trials were defined by a 3-down-1-up and a 200

2-down-1-up staircase procedures, respectively (step- 201

down = 4, step-up = 3). Convergence accuracy was 202

around 75% for easy trials and around 65% for diffi- 203

cult trials. Due to the fixed area of the stimuli, nu- 204

merosity and density of dots perfectly correlate. We 205

thus remain agnostic about which perceptual mecha- 206

nisms lead to correct discrimination. Trial order was 207

pseudo-randomised at the beginning of the experi- 208

ment. 209

Participants entered their response and their con- 210
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fidence simultaneously on a continuous confidence211

scale, ranging from ”certainly left” to ”certainly212

right”, that was interrupted at the centre so that213

participants had to commit to one or other decision214

on every trial (2-alternative forced-choice task). For215

analysis, confidence values were quantified as ranging216

from 1 (minimal confidence) to 50 (certain that the217

chosen side contains more dots). Participants entered218

their response by clicking with the mouse along the219

confidence scale and confirming their response with220

space bar. As soon as participants confirmed their221

initial response, advice could either be given to par-222

ticipants or not, as described below. Regardless of223

whether or not advice was provided, a second re-224

sponse was then prompted, on the same confidence225

scale as above, with a reminder of the original judg-226

ment kept on the scale as a shaded mark. Auditory227

feedback (150 ms, 400 Hz tone) was provided at the228

end of the trial in case of an incorrect decision, which229

related to the final judgment. Participants were told230

that they would score points on each trial according231

to their accuracy, +5 if correct and -5 if incorrect,232

and were given feedback on their current total at the233

end of each block.234

We manipulated advice availability across blocks. In235

Free Advice blocks, participants received advice on236

a pre-determined 80% of trials. Advice was given in237

the form of a binary judgment (”I think it was on238

the [LEFT,RIGHT]”), presented in a pre-recorded239

native English female voice over noise-cancelling240

headphones. Accompanying the spoken advice was241

the picture of a smiling female character (NimStim242

database, [Tottenham et al., 2009]). Advice accuracy243

was fixed at 10% above the participant’s expected244

accuracy, namely ∼ 85% on easy trials and ∼ 75%245

on difficult trials, to ensure that the advice was use-246

ful overall. Advice content on each trial (Left vs.247

Right) was pre-determined and hence was not depen-248

dent on participants’ initial choice or accuracy, and249

thus agreed or disagreed according to the indepen-250

dent probabilities of participants and advisors being251

correct or incorrect across trials. On the remain-252

ing 20% of trials in Free Advice blocks, the advice253

phase was skipped and participants’ initial decision254

was taken as final. These trials were included to en-255

courage participants to register meaningful answers256

in their initial (pre-advice) decisions. In Costly Ad-257

vice blocks (CA condition), after their initial decision,258

participants could choose between committing imme-259

diately to this decision or instead to pay a small cost260

(1 point) to receive advice (with properties as above)261

and have the opportunity to revise their judgment ac-262

cordingly. The cost of advice was chosen so that the263

expected payoff was the same on average for skipping 264

advice versus choosing and then following it (which 265

would lead to a 10% improvement in accuracy, but at 266

a 10% cost in terms of the difference between correct 267

and incorrect answers). Trial time in Costly Advice 268

trials was equalised to avoid participants skipping ad- 269

vice to shorten the duration of the study. 270

Prior to the main experimental blocks, participants 271

completed three short practice blocks of 10 trials 272

each, which successively introduced the perceptual 273

decision task, advice, and then the option to re- 274

ceive vs. skip advice. After that, the 8 experimen- 275

tal blocks alternated between Free and Costly ad- 276

vice blocks. Each experimental session took approxi- 277

mately 1 hour. Based on total points accumulated in 278

the task, the participant with the highest score was 279

rewarded with a £10 shopping voucher. 280

Analysis. Unless otherwise specified, we report 281

two-tail within-participant T-test statistics to show 282

differences in averages across conditions. We use 283

Pearson product-moment correlations in individual 284

difference correlations between our key measures of 285

interest. We use mixed-effect regression models (lme4 286

package in R) to estimate the effect of our indepen- 287

dent variables on final confidence, advice requests and 288

influence (Tables S1-3). We defined random effects 289

to take into account non-independence within partic- 290

ipants. All p-values for regression models are esti- 291

mated using the lmerTest package in R. Regression 292

models were compared with a log-likelihood ratio test 293

using the compare function in Matlab. 294

Results 295

Task performance and advice. Accuracy of ini- 296

tial decisions averaged 76% on easy trials and 66% 297

on difficult trials, a reliable difference, (t(23) = 298

16.93, p < .001), indicating that the staircase pro- 299

cedure worked broadly as designed. Participants 300

were correspondingly more confident in their initial 301

decisions on easy trials than on difficult trials, al- 302

though the difference was small (M=18 vs. M=16, 303

respectively, on the 50-point confidence scale; t(23) = 304

6.45, p < .001). Further indicating that confidence 305

tracked performance, participants were more confi- 306

dent in initial decisions when they were correct than 307

when they were incorrect (M=18 vs. M=14, respec- 308

tively; t(23) = 8.25, p < .001). When given the choice 309

to receive or skip advice in Costly Advice blocks, 310

participants opted to receive advice on 25% of tri- 311
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als on average. Advice overall led to improved per-312

formance, with participants being more accurate in313

their final decisions, after advice, than in their ini-314

tial decisions before it (M=76% vs. M=71%, re-315

spectively; t(23) = 6.18, p < .001), and with par-316

ticipants who chose to receive advice more often be-317

ing more accurate in their final decisions (Pearson’s318

r(22) = .76, p < .001). Altogether, participants’ ba-319

sic task performance was as expected: Accuracy var-320

ied as a function of task difficulty, confidence varied321

as a function of accuracy, and participants made use322

of advice to improve the quality of their decisions. Of323

interest, therefore, are the details of how they sought324

and used advice across conditions and in relation to325

their expressed decision confidence.326

Figure 2: Number of requests and declines of advice
as a function of initial confidence (pooled data across
all participants). It can be seen that the probability
of asking for advice declines with greater confidence,
as indicated by the inset panel. Negative values on
the y-axis indicate number of times the advice was
declined.

Confidence and advice seeking. Advice should327

be more useful when participants experience low328

confidence because greater judgment improvements329

should be expected when private information is un-330

certain. Plotting the pooled number of advice re-331

quests vs. waivers as a function of participants’ ini-332

tial confidence (Figure 2) revealed a pattern consis-333

tent with this reasoning: The probability of asking334

for advice p(Ask) decayed from about 80% for the335

lowest confidence levels to 0% for the highest lev-336

els. To quantify this effect, and distinguish it from337

a direct effect of task difficulty on advice seeking,338

a logistic regression was run for each participant to339

predict the trial-wise choice to seek vs. waive ad- 340

vice in Costly Advice blocks using predictors of ob- 341

jective difficulty and subjectively-rated confidence. 342

Second-order statistics performed on the resulting 343

beta coefficients revealed that confidence (mean β = 344

0.17 ± 0.11, t(23) = 7.31, p < .001, d = 1.49) but not 345

difficulty (mean β = 4.10 ± 20.50, t(23) = 0.98, p > 346

.3, d = 0.2) significantly predicted advice requests. 347

The same pattern was evident in a second logistic re- 348

gression analysis in which task difficulty was coded as 349

a continuous variable according to the particular dot 350

difference present on each trial, which was staircased 351

throughout the experiment for both difficulty condi- 352

tions (confidence: t(23) = 7.52, p < .001, d = 1.53; 353

dot-difference: t < 1). Thus, participants’ seeking 354

of advice from social sources appeared to be guided 355

by internal monitoring of decision confidence rather 356

than objective task difficulty. Correspondingly, par- 357

ticipants were more likely to ask for advice when they 358

were initially incorrect (associated with lower confi- 359

dence) than when initially correct (associated with 360

higher confidence), t(23) = 6.05, p < .001. 361

Confidence was nevertheless an imperfect predictor 362

of advice seeking, both between and within individ- 363

uals. Figure 3 plots participants’ likelihood of ask- 364

ing for advice as a function of their initial confidence 365

(binned into quartiles per participant). Most partici- 366

pants sought less advice when confident in their initial 367

decisions, but across individuals there was consider- 368

able variability both in the overall likelihood of seek- 369

ing advice (M=25%, range = 1 - 79%, which did not 370

correlate with participants’ average confidence, Pear- 371

son’s r(22) = .15, n.s.) and in the consistency with 372

which confidence predicted advice requests. 373

In principle, changing the cost of advice would have 374

resulted in more conservative strategic requests, or – 375

using a signal detection theory terminology [Macmil- 376

lan and Creelman, 2005] – in a change of the criterion 377

used. To analyse the consistency of advice requests 378

independently from the criterion used, we adopted an 379

AROC approach, as is commonly used in metacogni- 380

tion research to quantify the consistency of the rela- 381

tionship between confidence and objective accuracy 382

[Fleming and Lau, 2014]. Here, the probabilities of 383

seeking vs. declining advice, conditional on initial 384

confidence, are plotted against each other, and the 385

area under the resulting Receiver Operating Charac- 386

teristic curve (Azask) is taken as a measure of con- 387

sistency in advice requests, with Az=0.5 indicating 388

no systematic relationship between confidence and 389

advice seeking and Az=1 indicating perfect consis- 390

tency in how confidence related to choices to seek vs. 391

waive advice. Thus calculated, Azask values ranged 392
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Figure 3: Probability of advice request in costly advice blocks for each individual participant. The solid
black line indicates averages across individuals. Error bars represent s.e.m. The three inset panels show the
detailed pattern of advice seeking behavior as a function of confidence for sample participants, two showing
a consistent relationship between confidence and advice seeking (A and B inset panels) and one showing an
inconsistent relationship (C inset panel). Negative values on the y-axis indicate number of times the advice
was declined.
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from 0.41 to 0.97 across participants (M=0.77, Fig-393

ure S4): Some participants were very consistent in394

their advice-seeking choices, seeking advice at lower395

levels of confidence and declining advice at higher396

levels of confidence, even if the confidence criterion397

determining this choice was idiosyncratic (compare398

A and B inset panels in Figure 3). Other partici-399

pants showed a much less consistent relationship be-400

tween initial confidence and advice choice (C inset401

panel in Figure 3). Expected value differences be-402

tween asking and waiving advice in different condi-403

tions seemed to predict the probability of asking for404

advice as well as explain some of the inter-individual405

variation observed in Azask (Supplementary Methods406

1.1-1.2). However, as we did not manipulate cost in407

Costly blocks, we limited our modelling analysis to408

a normative account of advice use and participants’409

deviations from it.410

We compared the consistency of participants’ ad-411

vice seeking choices (Azask) with the calibration of412

their confidence judgements; that is, the correlation413

of these judgements with objective accuracy [Roedi-414

ger III et al., 2012, Henmon, 1911, Fleming and Lau,415

2014, Koriat, 2012]. Measures of calibration – or the416

ability to accurately represent the probability of be-417

ing correct with a confidence report – are often used418

as an indicator of the sensitivity of internal metacog-419

nitive processes, which monitor the perceptual uncer-420

tainty of an agent. We calculated each participant’s421

metacognitive calibration using a corresponding ROC422

measure, Azconf , based on plots of the probabilities of423

correct and incorrect responses conditional on rated424

confidence (Figure S5). We found a consistent corre-425

lation between participants’ Azconf and Azask scores,426

even when calculated for separate trial blocks (from427

Free Advice and Costly Advice blocks, respectively),428

Pearson’s r(22) = .67, p < .001, providing further429

evidence for the relationship between subjective con-430

fidence and advice seeking consistency.431

However, we also observed meaningful differences be-432

tween confidence and advice-seeking. Azconf was re-433

liably higher on easy than difficult trials, t(23) =434

4.28, p < .001, as is typically observed, whereas435

Azask tended to be slightly higher in difficult tri-436

als, t(22) = 2.30, p < .05 (this t-test excluded437

one participant who asked for advice very rarely,438

and not at all in one condition). Thus, the con-439

sistency of advice seeking did not depend on task440

difficulty, even though the reliability of confidence441

judgments as a predictor of objective accuracy did442

show this dependence. Dissociations of this kind443

are perhaps relevant to studies in non-verbal par-444

ticipants such as animals and infants, where confi-445

dence is typically inferred from behavioral proxies 446

including information seeking [Call and Carpenter, 447

2001, Goupil et al., 2016], opting-out of a choice 448

[Kiani and Shadlen, 2009], willingness to pay [Kepecs 449

and Mainen, 2012] or willingness to wait for reward 450

[Kepecs et al., 2008]. In our dataset, advice seeking 451

was only a modestly valid proxy for confidence: We 452

calculated, separately for each participant, the prob- 453

ability that declining advice was associated with high 454

confidence (i.e., above median) and that seeking ad- 455

vice was associated with low confidence (i.e., below 456

median). Both values were consistently above chance, 457

but showed considerable variability across individ- 458

uals (p(HighConfidence|DeclineAdvice): M=0.59, 459

t(23) = 3.41, p < .01, range 0.46 - 1.0; 460

p(LowConfidence|SeekAdvice): M=0.78, t(23) = 461

7.45, p < .001, range 0.2-1.0). This variability re- 462

flects two features of the data shown in Figure 3: 463

large individual differences in the overall likelihood 464

of asking for advice, and (variable) inconsistency 465

in the relationship between confidence and advice- 466

seeking. 467

Confidence and advice use. Participants rated 468

their confidence both before and after receiving ad- 469

vice, enabling us to assess the impact of advice in 470

terms of how participants changed their mind or their 471

confidence from initial to final decision. To illustrate 472

key trends in the data, Figure 4 plots final decision 473

confidence as a function of initial confidence, pooled 474

across all advice trials from all participants (data 475

separated per participant are shown in Figure S2). 476

We divided trials according to trial-varying consen- 477

sus (advice agreed vs. disagreed with the partici- 478

pant’s initial decision) and advice condition (Free vs. 479

Costly). Negative values on the y-axis indicate that 480

the participant changed their mind about which box 481

contained more dots after receiving advice. 482

On average, participants changed their mind less than 483

half the time they received advice disagreeing with 484

their initial decision (M=32% in Free Advice blocks, 485

where advice was delivered irrespective of partici- 486

pants’ initial confidence, <50%: t(23) = 4.33, p < 487

.001). Thus, participants tended to weight their own 488

initial decision more heavily than the advice they re- 489

ceived, consistent with previous evidence of ’egocen- 490

tric discounting’ [Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Yaniv 491

and Milyavsky, 2007] and ’näıve realism’ [Liberman 492

et al., 2012, Ross and Ward, 1995]. Indeed, many 493

data points in Figure 4 fall exactly along the line 494

y = x that represents no-change from pre- to post- 495

advice phase; i.e., ignoring the advice received. How- 496

ever, use of advice varied considerably across partic- 497
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ipants, with changes of mind following disagreeing498

advice varying from 0% to 72% across participants.499

Higher rates of changes in mind were seen in par-500

ticipants who asked for advice more often in Costly501

Advice blocks (Pearson’s r(22) = .66, p < .001),502

indicating stable individual differences in how ad-503

vice was valued despite careful control of its objec-504

tive utility. Participants were more likely to change505

their mind when their initial decision was incorrect506

than when they were correct (M=35% vs. 25%,507

t(23) = 3.96, p < .001), likely because they were508

more confident in decisions that were objectively cor-509

rect. Indeed, changes of mind decreased monoton-510

ically as a function of confidence when trials were511

binned into quartiles according to participants’ ini-512

tial confidence ratings, from 54% to 34% to 20% to513

11% across confidence quartiles (all successive pair-514

wise contrasts t(23) > 3.4, p < .01).515

Graded changes in confidence were also observed:516

On average, confidence increased in agreement trials517

(data points above the red line) and decreased in dis-518

agreement trials (data points below the red line) as519

would be expected. The impact of advice was broadly520

similar whether it was free or costly; the main dif-521

ference in the plots is the sparser sampling of trials522

with high initial confidence in the Costly Advice con-523

dition, reflecting participants’ tendency to decline ad-524

vice in these trials. We modeled how advice is used–525

to evaluate whether people approximate Bayesian be-526

lief updating–independently from the costs and ben-527

efits associated with choosing vs. waiving advice (be-528

cause we did not vary the cost of advice across Costly529

Advice blocks, and the benefits were equivalent across530

Free and Costly Advice blocks because the advice531

source was always the same)(Supplementary Meth-532

ods 1.1). We found that the detailed patterns of belief533

update following advice are not those predicted by a534

straightforward Bayesian account in which confidence535

is treated as a probabilistic estimate of the probabil-536

ity of bring correct that is updated as new evidence537

arrives [Aitchison et al., 2015, Meyniel et al., 2015,538

Pouget et al., 2016]. On this account, the impact539

of advice should be maximal when initial confidence540

is low (see Supplementary Methods 1.1 and Figure541

S6). However, if anything, we see a larger average542

impact of advice as initial confidence increases, as543

shown in Figure 5 which plots the mean confidence544

change (from first to second decisions) that was ob-545

served in agreement and disagreement trials as a func-546

tion of initial confidence quantile, trial difficulty and547

condition (Free vs. Costly). Particularly for disagree-548

ment trials, we find a larger average influence of ad-549

vice as initial confidence increased. A further detail550

Figure 4: Post-advice confidence as a function of pre-
advice confidence, divided by consensus (agree vs.
disagree) and condition (free vs. costly). Numbers in
parenthesis indicate the number of data points plot-
ted.

of the results that is inconsistent with a normative 551

Bayesian account is that costly advice was more in- 552

fluential than free advice, despite carrying equivalent 553

informational value (because it always came from the 554

same source of fixed reliability). 555

To analyze these results, we ran a mixed-effects linear 556

regression on final confidence with predictors or ini- 557

tial confidence, consensus (agree vs. disagree), con- 558

dition (free vs. costly), difficulty (easy vs. difficult), 559

and whether advice was requested on the previous 560

trial. All variables except for confidence were de- 561
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clared as categorical. The analysis has the benefit562

of clustering trial-level data according to participant563

identity and thus identifies significant effects over and564

above inter-individual differences in response mea-565

sure (intercept as the only random effect). The full566

model was run, namely all main effects and all in-567

teraction terms. For the sake of space, we report568

only significant effects in Table 1 and refer to Table569

S1 for the full model, including 95% confidence in-570

tervals. It can be seen that both initial confidence571

and advisor agreement are strong predictors of final572

confidence (β > 0.72, SE < 0.48), with a positive in-573

teraction between them (β = .21, SE = .02). This574

interaction indicated that on average the agreement575

effect, namely greater final confidence after agree-576

ment compared to disagreement, increases for larger577

initial confidence. Importantly however, the interac-578

tion is negatively modulated by condition, indicating579

that when advice came with a personal cost this ini-580

tial confidence by agreement interaction was stronger581

compared to when the advice was freely available582

(β = 0.27, SE = .07). Individual participants’ plots583

are shown in Supplementary Figures S1-S2.584

As shown in Figure 5, in agreement trials, greater585

confidence increases took place after low initial con-586

fidence judgments and smaller confidence increases587

took place after high initial confidence judgments, as588

expected by normative Bayesian models (Supplemen-589

tary Methods 1.1, Figure S6). Notice however the590

possible ceiling effect – at highest levels of confidence,591

it is not possible to increase confidence any further.592

In disagreement on the contrary, larger confidence de-593

creases were observed when participants started with594

higher levels of confidence than when they started595

with lower levels of confidence. This result is at596

odds with the Bayesian prediction that larger up-597

dates should be observed when initial confidence (i.e.,598

p(correct)) is low. Instead, most of the datapoints599

seem to fall within three distinct responses to receiv-600

ing disagreeing advice [Soll and Larrick, 2009]: ig-601

noring it completely (in Figure 4, points on the line602

y = x), keeping with the initial decision but with603

slightly reduced confidence, or a change of mind that604

is associated with minimal confidence in the final de-605

cision (points close to the line y=0 in Figure 4). This606

latter response explains the apparent larger impact607

of disagreeing advice at higher levels of initial confi-608

dence: As initial confidence increases, a larger shift609

on the response scale is needed to register a change610

of mind (with an approximately fixed, low level of611

confidence).612

Once again we observed marked individual differ-613

ences in how people treated advice, which were614

manifest here in terms of the relative prevalence of 615

these categorically different responses to disagree- 616

ment (see Supplemental Figure S3): Some partici- 617

pants always ignored the advice, some always showed 618

graded changes in confidence but rarely changed their 619

mind, and others frequently changed their minds but 620

with minimal confidence in their final decision. Most 621

participants showed a mix of these responses. None 622

showed a clear Bayesian-like pattern whereby dis- 623

agreeing advice had its largest impact when initial 624

confidence was low. 625

The average correlation coefficient across participants 626

between the empirical confidence change observed 627

and the confidence change predicted by a Bayesian 628

confidence update model was significantly larger in 629

costly advice (M=0.75, SD=0.13) than free advice 630

(M=0.53, SD=0.18) (t(22) = 6.529, p < .001, d = 631

1.414), likely due to the larger number of advice re- 632

fusals observed in high confidence costly trials. Thus, 633

even controlling for initial confidence, participants 634

seemed to use advice more when they paid for it. 635

This effect could be interpreted as a form of sunk 636

cost fallacy. However, it actually made people more 637

rational because advisors were by design more accu- 638

rate on average than participants and participants 639

tended to under-use free advice [Yaniv and Klein- 640

berger, 2000]. 641

Figure 5: Confidence change as a function of initial
confidence quantile, divided by condition and diffi-
culty. Some participants displayed empty cells, which
were thus not included in the averages plotted here.
For single data points trends (not averaged), please
refer to the mixed effects analysis (Tables 1 and S1)
which is less affected by the problem of missing cells.
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Estimate SE tStat DF p

Intercept -4.23 0.53 -7.91 5960 <.001***
confinit 0.72 0.02 30.08 5960 <.001***
agree 7.78 0.53 14.43 5960 <.001***
confinit : agree 0.21 0.02 7.73 5960 <.001***
confinit : cost -0.28 0.06 -4.59 5960 <.001***
confinit : ask -0.88 0.51 -1.70 5960 .08
confinit : agree : cost 0.27 0.07 3.50 5960 <.001***
confinit : diff : ask 1.24 0.57 2.15 5960 0.03
confinit : cost : diff : ask -1.51 0.59 -2.54 5960 0.01

Table 1: Significant effects of a linear mixed-effects model run on participants final confidence. Main ef-
fects include: initial confidence (’confinit’), agreement (’agree’, reference: disagreement), advice cost (’cost’,
reference: free advice), task difficulty (’diff’, reference: easy), and whether the participant asked for advice
in the previous trial (’ask’, reference: participant did not ask for advice). The full model is reported in
Supplementary Table 1.

Reciprocity. Past research shows that prior agree-642

ment with an advisor affects social influence of the643

advice beyond accuracy [Pescetelli and Yeung, 2021]644

and advisors who are more susceptible to advice645

themselves are also more influential [Mahmoodi et al.,646

2018]. Furthermore, people show a strong equality647

bias, namely they tend to weigh each other’s opin-648

ion equally regardless of differences in their reliabil-649

ity, notwithstanding explicit performance feedback650

and monetary incentives [Mahmoodi et al., 2015].651

We thus tested whether influence was predicted by652

reciprocity, defined as whether the advisor agreed653

or disagreed with the participant in the previous654

trial. We tested whether agreement in the previ-655

ous trial (t − 1) temporarily increased the advisor’s656

influence on the following trial (t0). We ran a lin-657

ear regression on influence and included fixed effects658

for initial confidence and agreement in the current659

trial t0, and included all interactions terms. Re-660

sults are reported in Table S3. We found that agree-661

ment on the previous trial predicted larger influence662

on the current trial (β = 1.81, SE = 0.62, t(df) =663

2.89(4179), p = .003), although to a much smaller664

degree than current agreement (β = 9.44, SE =665

0.63, t(df) = 14.76(4179), p < .001). As expected,666

greater initial confidence on the current trial pre-667

dicted lower influence (β = −0.19, SE = 0.02, t(df) =668

−6.73(4179), p < .001). Finally, we found a negative669

interaction between initial confidence in the current670

trial and prior trial agreement (β = −0.11, SE =671

0.03, t(df) = −3.22(4179), p = .001), and a posi-672

tive interaction between current trial initial confi-673

dence and agreement (β = 0.16, SE = 0.03, t(df) =674

4.54(4179), p < .001). The difference in sign is at-675

tributed to the choice of reference (disagreement) as676

well as the larger effect of current agreement com-677

pared to prior agreement. Overall, these results 678

show that reciprocity had a small but significant ef- 679

fect on advisor influence, evident as larger confidence 680

changes in trials following agreement trials. On the 681

contrary, reciprocity did not seem to affect the prob- 682

ability of asking for advice (not reported). 683

Discussion 684

Situations in which advice is freely provided or ac- 685

tively sought are common in our daily life, yet much 686

remains unknown regarding the mechanisms govern- 687

ing how people search for and integrate new in- 688

formation from social others. In the current ex- 689

periment, participants performed a series of binary- 690

choice perceptual decisions. We systematically ma- 691

nipulated task difficulty and the cost of advice, and 692

recorded participants’ trial-wise confidence in their 693

initial decisions, as three potentially critical determi- 694

nants of advice seeking and advice use. Of interest 695

was how participants’ advice-seeking behaviour re- 696

lated to their subjectively-rated confidence, and con- 697

versely how their decisions and confidence were im- 698

pacted by the advice provided. 699

We found that, when offered the choice to pay for 700

advice, participants used this opportunity coherently 701

with their initially expressed confidence, asking for 702

advice more often when unsure than when sure [Gib- 703

bons et al., 2003, See et al., 2011, Tost et al., 2012]. 704

The probability of asking for advice was not predicted 705

by task difficulty, over and above this effect of initial 706

confidence. Thus, what mattered for advice seeking 707

was the perceived difficulty of trial, represented by 708

a confidence judgment, rather than objective diffi- 709
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culty. Although objective difficulty is known to affect710

performance and should therefore affect advice seek-711

ing, trial-by-trial fluctuations in sensory or internal712

noise, attention and other contingent factors might713

have lessened the effect of trial difficulty. Variabil-714

ity in confidence reports on the contrary, precisely715

reflect these sources of variability and correspond-716

ingly emerge as a stronger predictor of advice seeking.717

Other factors, such as reciprocity, did not affect ad-718

vice seeking even though they had a small effect on719

advice influence.720

Notwithstanding this consistent relationship between721

confidence and advice-seeking, we observed striking722

variation across participants in their advice-seeking723

behavior. One dimension of variation was in the724

simple likelihood of asking for advice, which ranged725

widely from 1% to over 75% across participants. Ad-726

vice in our task was helpful by design. Correspond-727

ingly, participants who asked for advice more often728

also showed greater final task accuracy. Neverthe-729

less, even when provided with the opportunity to730

learn the reliability of their advisors, because objec-731

tive feedback was provided, participants relied on the732

advice to different extents. This variation was not733

due to differences in performance (e.g., some partic-734

ipants needed the advice less than others) because735

task performance and the quality of advice were both736

carefully controlled. We have observed similarly high737

variability in information-seeking behavior in other738

contexts, in which participants could seek an external739

hint rather than advice ostensibly from another per-740

son [Desender et al., 2018, 2019], suggesting that the741

variation is not a purely social-learning phenomenon.742

The state and trait factors that determine these vari-743

ations in advice seeking are an important issue for744

future research, and likely reflect a range of factors745

including sensitivity to costs and payoffs of advice746

as well as social factors such as agreement and reci-747

procity [El Zein et al., 2019, Mahmoodi et al., 2015]748

(Supplementary Methods 1.3 and Table S3). Our749

findings identify one notable source of this variabil-750

ity, in terms of the correlation we observed such that751

participants who chose advice more often (in Costly752

Advice blocks) were also more influenced by the ad-753

vice they received (in Free Advice blocks). One inter-754

pretation of this correlation is that participants seek755

advice to the extent that they expect it could ma-756

terially affect their decisions. In the Supplementary757

Material, we outline a simple computational model758

that incorporates likely costs and benefits into deci-759

sions whether or not to seek advice.760

A second key dimension of variability across partici-761

pants was in terms of the consistency of their advice762

requests and declines. Advice-seeking consistency as 763

a function of confidence (or Azask) strongly corre- 764

lated with an established measure of confidence cal- 765

ibration, Azconf . Conceptually, this finding provides 766

further evidence that advice seeking depends on sub- 767

jective confidence and, more broadly, that metacog- 768

nitive processes play a critical role in regulating so- 769

cial learning and decision making [Bang et al., 2017, 770

Bahrami et al., 2010, Pescetelli and Yeung, 2021, 771

Bonaccio and Dalal, 2006]. Moreover, it indicates 772

that individual differences in confidence reports do 773

not solely reflect idiosyncrasies in how people com- 774

municate their internal states [Navajas et al., 2017], 775

but that these individual differences at least partly 776

reflect meaningful variation in the internal states 777

that govern decision-making strategies such as infor- 778

mation seeking. In this way, methodologically, our 779

findings support the assumption that advice-seeking 780

behaviour can provide a valid external measure of 781

metacognitive ability in participants who are unable 782

to provide explicit verbal reports, such as animals and 783

pre-verbal infants [Goupil et al., 2016, Kornell et al., 784

2007]. However, our results also suggest limitations 785

in the validity of behavioral proxies for confidence: 786

Even within our small sample of participants, all per- 787

forming the task to the same overall level of accuracy, 788

some individuals’ advice-seeking was an almost per- 789

fectly consistent readout of their confidence, whereas 790

for others the relationship was indistinguishable from 791

chance. 792

Participants’ use of advice in our paradigm repli- 793

cated previous findings that people egocentrically dis- 794

count advice [Yaniv and Kleinberger, 2000, Yaniv and 795

Milyavsky, 2007, Liberman et al., 2012, Ross and 796

Ward, 1995] and place greater weight on costly ad- 797

vice than advice that is freely provided [Gino, 2008]. 798

Beyond this, we found that use of advice to update 799

beliefs and decisions showed similar dependence on 800

confidence and individual differences as did advice 801

seeking. Confidence, but not task difficulty, was a sig- 802

nificant predictor of advice use such that, once again, 803

subjective estimations of uncertainty were a more re- 804

liable predictor of behaviour than objective task mea- 805

sures. This dependence on confidence was evident 806

both in terms of overt changes of mind from pre- to 807

post-advice, as well as in more subtle adjustments 808

in confidence. In this regard, our findings replicate 809

previous observations that people rely more on ad- 810

vice when they are initially unsure [Swol and Sniezek, 811

2005, Sniezek and Van Swol, 2001, Tost et al., 2012, 812

See et al., 2011, Park et al., 2017, Fleming et al., 813

2018]. This pattern is consistent with a Bayesian in- 814

terpretation of belief updating, which takes into ac- 815
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count the relative reliability of one’s initial opinion816

and the received advice [Park et al., 2017, De Mar-817

tino et al., 2017]. However, patterns of graded change818

in confidence following advice deviated from what819

normative accounts would predict based on a prob-820

abilistic interpretation of confidence as a subjective821

estimate of p(correct) that can be updated following822

advice [Maniscalco et al., 2021]. Graded changes in823

confidence were also affected by task irrelevant factors824

such as reciprocity [Mahmoodi et al., 2018].825

A Bayesian observer who treated confidence as mono-826

tonically related to their p(correct), and similarly827

treated advice as an imperfect guide to the correct828

answer, would be more influenced by advice when low829

in confidence in their initial response [Bahrami et al.,830

2010, Park et al., 2017]. This pattern was somewhat831

evident in the case of agreeing advice, although here it832

might be an artifact of ceiling effects in the confidence833

scale. In disagreement trials, on the contrary, partic-834

ipants showed evidence of being more influenced by835

advice the more confident they initially were, exhibit-836

ing larger average decreases in confidence as their ini-837

tial confidence increased. In principle, a more com-838

plex Bayesian observer could demonstrate such a pat-839

tern if they did not treat advice as having a fixed reli-840

ability across all trials, but rather attributed the same841

level of confidence they have on a given trial to the842

advisors as well. That is, when participants found843

the trial impossible and guessed their answer, they844

could treat advice as similarly unreliable; when they845

felt there was useful evidence in the stimulus, advice846

might correspondingly be treated as more valid. This847

attribution error makes sense in a world in which in-848

dividuals share similar perceptual cognitive systems849

and biases (e.g., where a difficult task is considered850

difficult by everybody). In this case, the influence of851

advice would, paradoxically, tend to increase with a852

participants’ own initial confidence.853

However, this more complex Bayesian inference854

model still does not capture the full pattern of results855

evident in our confidence-change plots (Figure 4),856

which exhibit categorically distinct responses to dis-857

agreement across trials and across participants and,858

hence, are not readily captured by any single com-859

putation. Instead, our participants’ responses to dis-860

agreement indicate a mix of strategies, a conclusion861

that concurs with previous findings from estimation862

tasks [Soll and Larrick, 2009], where participants have863

been found to adopt distinct strategies of choosing864

(i.e., choosing either their initial estimate or the ad-865

visors’) vs. averaging the two opinions. In our data,866

we likewise observed distinct tendencies to ignore ad-867

vice completely on some trials vs. making use of it.868

When using advice, participants again showed a mix- 869

ture of strategies: keeping with their initial decision 870

but with reduced confidence vs. changing their mind 871

in line with the advice, in which case they typically 872

expressed minimal confidence in the final decision ir- 873

respective of their own initial confidence. The preva- 874

lence of each response varied substantially across par- 875

ticipants. As noted above, the tendency to use advice 876

when it was provided correlated strongly with partic- 877

ipants’ choices to seek advice when it was offered, 878

suggesting widely differing perceptions of the value 879

of advice, the value of updating beliefs and decisions, 880

or both. The source of these individual differences– 881

which, as noted above, are apparent despite our care- 882

ful matching of decision accuracy and advice quality 883

across participants–represents a potentially fruitful 884

avenue for future research. We speculate that pat- 885

terns of advice use are characteristic to individuals 886

in the same way as are subjective confidence reports 887

[Ais et al., 2016], and might reflect multiple aspects of 888

an individual decision maker (e.g., their sensitivity to 889

time, effort, risk and regret) and their social situation 890

(e.g., their sensitivity to agreement and reciprocity), 891

which would have interesting implications both the- 892

oretically and practically. 893

Conclusions 894

Integrating information coming from social others is 895

essential to our daily life. People often receive advice 896

and ask for it, particularly when they lack competen- 897

cies, information or the ability to look for relevant 898

evidence. The present work provides a systematic 899

investigation of advice seeking and advice use in a 900

binary decision task. We find that confidence plays 901

a critical role in the way people seek and use advice, 902

such that their confidence ratings predict their deci- 903

sions to seek vs. decline advice, their metacognitive 904

abilities predict the efficiency with they seek advice, 905

and their advice-seeking behaviour is a reasonably 906

reliable proxy for subjective confidence. Conversely, 907

confidence ratings reveal key features of how people 908

use advice to inform their decisions, which are bet- 909

ter characterised as a mixture of heuristic strategies 910

rather than Bayesian belief updating. Altogether our 911

findings are consistent with the idea that people rep- 912

resent the certainty of their beliefs and decisions to 913

guide adaptive information seeking, but nevertheless 914

show a high degree of variability in their strategies for 915

doing so and for updating their decisions and beliefs 916

on the basis of the information uncovered. 917
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Supplemental Materials:1314

Confidence, advice seeking and changes of mind in decision making1315

Niccoló Pescetelli, Anna-Katharina Hauperich, Nick Yeung1316

1 Supplementary Methods1317

1.1 Optimal advice use: a Bayesian observer1318

In probabilistic terms, confidence judgments are conceived as a subjective estimation of the probability of1319

being correct, given a certain decision d [Aitchison et al., 2015, Meyniel et al., 2015, Pouget et al., 2016]1320

(although see [Maniscalco et al., 2021]). We thus modelled a Bayesian observer who uses the confidence1321

reported by participants and the history of previous advisor’s outcomes (correct vs. incorrect) to optimally1322

update confidence according to Bayes’ theorem. This modelling analysis is concerned with how advice is1323

used–to evaluate whether people approximate Bayesian belief updating–and does not consider the costs and1324

benefits associated with choosing vs. waiving advice. Subjective initial confidence judgments Cpre were1325

transformed into 50 quantiles Ĉpre to normalise participants’ confidence distributions and then transformed1326

into a probability judgment using a linear mapping function: p(Corr) = 0.5 + .01(Ĉpre). The function1327

linearly transforms confidence judgments into a probability scale, with the minimum confidence judgment1328

corresponding to 50% and the maximum confidence judgment corresponding to 1. A likelihood term was1329

computed as p(Adv|Corr) = Âcc
A

(1 − Âcc)D, where Adv is the advice received on a given trial (advisor’s1330

agreement vs. disagreement), Âcc is the cumulative accuracy of the advisor, A is and indicator variable1331

equals to 1 in agreement trials and 0 in disagreement trials, and D = 1 − A. In other words p(Adv|Corr)1332

assumes the value of the advisor’s current accuracy rate on agreement trials and the advisor’s current error1333

rate on disagreement trials, capturing the idea that, when the participant is correct, agreement can happen1334

only if the advisor too is correct and disagreement can happen only if the advisor makes a mistake. Posterior1335

probability of being correct was calculated using the standard Bayes’ formula:1336

p(Corr|Adv) =
p(Corr)p(Adv|Corr)

p(Corr)p(Adv|Corr) + p(Err)p(Adv|Err)
(S1)

The posterior probability so obtained was transformed into a confidence scale using the inverse transformation1337

applied to initial confidence judgments. Figure S6 shows the average confidence change that such Bayesian1338

observer would have reported, given the sequence of trials experienced by our participants. It can be seen1339

that greater confidence updates are experienced when initial confidence is in lower quintiles, compared to1340

larger confidence values.1341

1.2 Expected value of asking for advice1342

The Bayesian model above was concerned with how advice is used–to evaluate whether people approximate1343

Bayesian belief updating–and did not consider the costs and benefits associated with choosing vs. waiving1344

advice. Experimentally, we included a cost of advice to encourage participants to ask for advice strategically1345

rather than on all trials. However, this cost could (and indeed in our data, does) influence how participants1346

seek and use advice. We here show how a Bayesian approach can be extended to consider the costs and1347

benefits of advice.1348

Specifically, we computed the expected value (EV) difference between asking for vs. waiving advice. The1349

expected value was calculated from the outcomes associated with being correct (+5) or incorrect (-5) and1350

the cost of requesting advice (-1), weighted by the subjective probability of each outcome. Crucially, when1351

1



waiving advice, the model uses its prior probability (i.e., from its initial confidence). In contrast, when 1352

requesting advice, the model uses the expected posterior probability. 1353

EVdiff = EVask − EVwaive (S2)

1354

EVask = [(−6) ∗ (1− post(Corr))] + [(+4) ∗ post(Corr)] (S3)

EVwaive = [(−5) ∗ (1− prior(Corr))] + [(+5) ∗ prior(Corr)] (S4)

The model estimates the posterior probability from the expected posterior confidence in case of future 1355

agreement vs. in case of future disagreement, weighted by the observed past agreement rate. 1356

post(Corr) = post(Corr|agree) ∗ E[agree] + post(Corr|disagree) ∗ (1− E[agree]) (S5)

where the posterior probability of being correct in case of agreement vs. disagreement with the advisor were 1357

computed from Bayes theorem: 1358

post(Corr|agree) =
prior(Corr) ∗ E[AdvAcc]

prior(Corr) ∗ E[AdvAcc] + (1− prior(Corr)) ∗ (1− E[AdvAcc])
(S6)

post(Corr|disagree) =
prior(Corr) ∗ (1− E[AdvAcc])

prior(Corr) ∗ (1− E[AdvAcc]) + (1− prior(Corr)) ∗ E[AdvAcc]
(S7)

We entered the expected value difference in the following binomial regression model as the only predictor 1359

on the binary dependent variable ask, representing whether on a given trial, the participant had asked for 1360

or waived advice (Table S2). We found a strong positive association of expected value difference, suggesting 1361

that the greater the expected value of asking for advice the more likely it was that participants requested 1362

advice. Furthermore, we find a positive correlation between individual differences in advice seeking (Azask 1363

in the main text) and the above regression model parameters (random intercepts (r(22) = .54, p = .006) and 1364

random slopes (r(22) = .59, p = .002) fitted to each participant). 1365

Notice that any correlation between this model parameters and individual differences (such as Azask) cannot 1366

be attributed to cost as this was not manipulated within Costly advice blocks. We report this analysis here 1367

for completeness. However, because we did not manipulate cost, we cannot test the model fit or evaluate 1368

the degree to which participants incorporated advice costs into their information seeking behaviour in a 1369

rational manner. Nevertheless, we think this extended model usefully shows how the Bayesian modelling 1370

framework can be used to consider this aspect of peoples use of advice which is likely to be important in the 1371

real-world. 1372

Going beyond this effect of cost on advice seeking, we could in principle have also extended the confidence 1373

update model to include effects of cost on advice use (which we observed empirically, with costly advice 1374

having greater influence even after controlling for participants initial confidence–see Figure 5). As indicated 1375

in the Discussion in the main text, the addition of such free parameter in the calculation of the Expected 1376

Value of seeking vs. waiving advice could capture some of the individual differences in advice use reported 1377

in the main text. However, our aim with the belief update part of the model was to compare participants 1378

behaviour with a rational model, which would not take cost into account, given that costly and free advice 1379

came from the same source. 1380
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2 Supplementary Figures1381

Figure S1: Individual confidence distributions of each participant, recorded in relation to participants’ initial
decisions.
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Figure S2: Scatter plot of the relation between post-advice confidence over initial confidence judgments
for each participant tested, divided by consensus (agree vs disagree). The plots are sorted according to the
average influence of advice on participant’s belief, calculated as the difference between average confidence shift
in agreement and average confidence shift in disagreement (I = δagree−δdisagree), with top rows representing
participants with the greatest average confidence change and bottom rows representing participants with the
smallest average confidence change. Participants showing large average advice influence are displayed in the
upper plots and the participants showing the smallest effects of advice in the lower plots.
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Figure S3: Confidence change observed for each participant as a function of initial confidence quintile,
and divided for agreement and disagreement, condition and trial difficulty. Several participants show the
unexpected pattern of larger confidence decreases following disagreement with the advisor.
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Figure S4: ROC curves used to calculate participants’ Azask measure for advice seeking in costly blocks.
The ROC curve is calculated for the probability of asking for vs. refusing advice, for each of the 50 levels of
initial confidence. It is observed that great inter-individual differences exist in the consistency with which
participants request vs. waive advice as a function of their initial confidence (range: [0.41, 0.96]).
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Figure S5: ROC curves used to calculate participants’ Az measure for accuracy in all trials. Inter-individual
differences are observed in the calibration of participants’ confidence (range: [0.54, 0.69]).
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Figure S6: Confidence change pattern over initial confidence quintile, to be expected by a Bayesian observer
update confidence based on a linear confidence-probability scaling.
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3 Supplementary Tables1382

Source Estimate SE t(df=5960) p 95% CI

Intercept -4.2388 0.5355 -7.9155 2.9149e-15 (-5.2885, -3.189)
confinit 0.72983 0.024259 30.085 3.0231e-185 (0.68227, 0.77739)
agree 7.7867 0.53933 14.438 1.8091e-46 (6.7294, 8.844)
cost -0.98748 0.91297 -1.0816 0.27947 (-2.7772, 0.80228)
diff -0.012432 0.58563 -0.021228 0.98306 (-1.1605, 1.1356)
asked 4.0729 6.4601 0.63047 0.52841 (-8.5912, 16.737)
confinit:agree 0.21546 0.027858 7.7342 1.2135e-14 (0.16085, 0.27008)
confinit:cost -0.28119 0.061158 -4.5977 4.3595e-06 (-0.40108, -0.1613)
agree:cost 1.231 1.1787 1.0443 0.29637 (-1.0797, 3.5417)
confinit:diff 0.01273 0.031642 0.4023 0.68748 (-0.0493, 0.07476)
agree:diff -0.21516 0.74123 -0.29027 0.77162 (-1.6682, 1.2379)
cost:diff -0.83929 1.2699 -0.66089 0.50871 (-3.3288, 1.6503)
confinit:asked -0.88822 0.51992 -1.7084 0.087621 (-1.9075, 0.13102)
agree:asked -1.8358 10.378 -0.1769 0.85959 (-22.18, 18.509)
cost:asked -4.0527 6.6151 -0.61264 0.54013 (-17.021, 8.9152)
diff:asked -8.2665 8.3133 -0.99438 0.32008 (-24.564, 8.0305)
confinit:agree:cost 0.27809 0.079238 3.5096 0.00045211 (0.12276, 0.43343)
confinit:agree:diff -0.011443 0.038171 -0.29979 0.76435 (-0.086272, 0.063386)
confinit:cost:diff 0.027971 0.094687 0.29541 0.76769 (-0.15765, 0.21359)
agree:cost:diff 1.1056 1.6711 0.66163 0.50823 (-2.1703, 4.3816)
confinit:agree:asked 0.71448 0.56898 1.2557 0.20926 (-0.40092, 1.8299)
confinit:cost:asked 0.7798 0.53018 1.4708 0.14139 (-0.25954, 1.8191)
agree1:cost:asked 2.5616 10.533 0.2432 0.80786 (-18.087, 23.21)
confinit:diff:asked 1.2403 0.57603 2.1531 0.031349 (0.11104, 2.3695)
agree1:diff:asked 5.6149 13.569 0.4138 0.67904 (-20.985, 32.215)
cost2:diff:asked 11.462 8.5295 1.3438 0.17905 (-5.2586, 28.183)
confinit:agree:cost:diff 0.025014 0.1238 0.20204 0.83989 (-0.21769, 0.26772)
confinit:agree:cost:asked -0.54478 0.58315 -0.93421 0.35024 (-1.688, 0.5984)
confinit:agree:diff:asked -1.1504 0.9373 -1.2273 0.21975 (-2.9878, 0.68707)
confinit:cost:diff:asked -1.5145 0.59578 -2.5421 0.011045 (-2.6825, -0.34656)
agree1:cost:diff:asked -7.2052 13.796 -0.52227 0.6015 (-34.25, 19.84)
confinit:agree:cost:diff:asked 1.2773 0.95625 1.3357 0.18169 (-0.59729, 3.1519)

Table 1: Full table of the linear mixed-effect model reported in the main text. Final confidence is modeled
as a function of agreement (baseline: disagree), difficulty diff (baseline: easy), advice cost (baseline: free),
initial confidence confinit, and whether the participant requested advice asked (baseline: advice waived).
Full model: conffinal ∼ confinit ∗ agree ∗ cost ∗ diff ∗ asked+ (1|subjectID)
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Source Estimate SE t(df=5960) p 95% CI

(Intercept) 0.101 0.089 1.131(11512) 0.257 (-0.074 - 0.276)
EVdiff’ 0.323 0.065 4.912(11512) <.001 (0.194 - 0.452)

Table 2: The model above shows a positive effect of expected value difference on the probability of asking
for advice. Formula: ask ∼ 1 + EV diff + (1 + EV diff |s). Expected value takes into account the cost of
advice against the expected rewards after requesting the advice (Equations S2-7).
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Source Estimate SE t(df=4179) p 95% CI

(Intercept) -5.93 0.59 -10.04 <.001 (-7.09, -4.77)
agreet−1 1.81 0.62 2.89 0.003 (0.58, 3.04)
agreet0 9.44 0.63 14.76 <.001 (8.19, 10.70)
confinit -0.19 0.02 -6.73 <.001 (-0.25, -0.14)
agreet−1:agreet0 -1.15 0.80 -1.43 0.15 (-2.72, 0.41)
agreet−1:confinit -0.11 0.03 -3.22 0.001 (-0.18, -0.04)
agreet0:confinit 0.16 0.03 4.54 <.001 (0.09, 0.22)
agreet−1:agreet0:confinit 0.07 0.04 1.65 0.09 (-0.01, 0.15)

Table 3: We model social influence (i.e.change in confidence after social interaction) as a function of past
and current agreement with the advisor (reference: disagree). Formula: influence ∼ agreet−1 ∗ agreet0 ∗
confinit + (1|subject). Including past agreement as a predictor to model influence is a good measure of
reciprocity, namely the degree to which participants listened to advisors who agreed with them in previous
trials [Pescetelli and Yeung, 2021, Mahmoodi et al., 2015, 2018]. We compared this regression model with a
more complex one including a predictor for accuracy. We found no main effect of accuracy and no interaction
of accuracy with any other predictor. The model including accuracy was not superior to the model reported
in this table (χ2 = 12.39, δ(d.f) = 8, p = .13).
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